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Expired Software License 
 
 
 
 
Naturally, we are sorry you are no longer using PowerSoftMD in your practice.  We do 
appreciate having you as a client.  Here are some options you may want to consider using. 
 
1) If you wish to keep posting entries like payments, then you may purchase an additional 
    PowerSoftMD three or six-month license extension.  You can contact us for a quote. 
 
2) Set your computer date back to before your License expired.  Contact your hardware 
    Support technician to determine if and how you can do this, we cannot assist in this 
    process.  Once you have PowerSoftMD open again you can use the Advanced Utilities Menu  
    to create Excel CSV Format Export files by using the Export options for Patients, 
    Transactions, and Schedules. 
 
    If you use the EMR you can use the EMR Desktop top toolbar option “Tools” then 
    “Export Patient(s) Folder(s)” option to export your EMR records.  You can export them  
    to an external drive if you wish.  The export will create a folder for each patient.  The folders 
    will contain many items including a PDF will all the SOAP Note visits and the document 
    folder documents you select. 
 
3) You can try opening PowerSoftMD in the Read Only mode (you cannot add new data), by 
     entering the special password “BYPASS” on the screen after the Error 2000-0001 prompt. 
 
4) With your assistance; Data Tec can create a PDF File of Patient Demographics and Ledgers 
    for you, this cost one thousand five hundred dollars ($1500).  Patient identify information only 
    shows patients birth year and last 4 digits of social security number. This is a great option 
    because you can access the information on any computer that can Read PDF files, you  
    don’t need PowerSoftMD on the computer. 
 
We highly recommend option #4, you never know when Windows will change in the 
future and force the software to stop working all together. 
 

We thank you for using PowerSoftMD and wish you the best of continued success.         
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